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A Danish Nonsense Word Corpus for Phoneme Recognition Measurements

Jens Bo Nielsen, Torsten Dau
Hearing Systems Group, Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark. [jbn, tdau]@elektro.dtu.dk

Summary
Signal processing algorithms intended to improve speech intelligibility are common, e.g. in hearing aids. Due to the spectral and temporal variations between speech segments, the effect of such processing is likely to vary across the signal. To facilitate the analysis of these varying effects, a Danish speech corpus for measuring the perception of individual phonemes was developed. More than 1150 nonsense words were created according to a common template and audio-visually recorded with two male and two female talkers. Carrier sentences were also recorded. The audio recordings of all words were presented to ten normal-hearing listeners to ensure that phoneme recognition scores under optimal conditions were close to 100%. Accepted words were compiled into test lists with different characteristics. These lists were evaluated with seven normal-hearing listeners to determine norm data and to investigate memory effects. The speech recognition thresholds (SRTs) of the test lists varied between −7 to −0.9 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) depending on list type and talker. The recognition score sensitivity to the SNR was 5.2 to 8.9%/dB. Memory effects were small and not significant. The presented speech materials seem well suited for measuring phoneme recognition scores and thus for assessing signal processing effects that vary across speech segments.

1. Introduction
Speech intelligibility in challenging acoustical environments is the main concern for most hearing aid users. With advanced signal processing algorithms, the potential for improving intelligibility has become larger and signal manipulations that represent much more than mere amplification are common. For example, frequency bands that cannot be sufficiently amplified can be transposed to other frequency bands where the hearing-impaired listener’s hearing threshold is lower [1], and interfering noise components can be selectively attenuated by noise reduction algorithms [2]. However, despite such strategies, the occurrence of distortions may lead to only minor or no improvement of the overall speech intelligibility. The effects of signal processing may also vary across different segments of the speech signal as a function of the varying spectral and temporal characteristics of these segments. The intelligibility of some speech segments may increase, while other segments may be distorted. An intelligibility test with only a single outcome measure, such as the speech recognition threshold (SRT), is not able to segregate such segmental effects but will produce an average result that leaves potentially conflicting effects unresolved.

A more detailed assessment of processing effects on speech intelligibility may be achieved by analysing smaller units of speech, such as phonemes, cf. [3]. Phonemes represent the shortest speech units that can change the meaning of words in a language. A listener may misperceive a word if a single phoneme is incorrectly identified; the human auditory system is thus naturally tuned to the identification of these. Rather than the ‘macroscopic’ view, as for example reflected in sentence intelligibility tests, analysing phoneme perception can be considered a ‘microscopic’ view of intelligibility [4]. A speech-processing algorithm aimed at improving the perception of high-frequency phonemes should ideally achieve this without affecting the perception of other phonemes. A test with recognition scores for individual phonemes may be well suited for assessing whether this goal has been achieved. Such a phoneme-based assessment may generalise well to how speech intelligibility is affected in real-life situations since the spectral and temporal characteristics of the test tokens are representative of the phonetic content in every day speech.

In real-life speech communication, listeners are typically able to correctly identify words and, thus, phonemes even when acoustical information related to the individ-
ual phonemes is distorted or missing [5]. The cause of this degradation may be related to the speaker, the listener, or external factors, such as background noise or electroacoustic processing. When a communication is successful, the listener is able to mentally recreate missing acoustical information. When a communication is successful, the listener is able to mentally recreate missing acoustical information combined with context information enable the listener to identify distorted speech segments. Pichora-Fuller et al. [7] observed that older listeners benefited even more from context than younger listeners, presumably because they have more practice in using context to recover lost speech information. In a phoneme-based test involving meaningful speech stimuli, such as everyday words, a listener’s recognition scores for individual phonemes may thus reflect the available contextual information rather than the acoustical information [8]. A closer correlation between the acoustical information available to the listener and the recognition score can be achieved by reducing the contextual information within the speech signal. A straightforward method for doing this is to use nonsense words [8]. This approach was taken in the present study.

Semantic context effects between the phonemes in spoken words stem from the listener’s assumption that the words are meaningful and can be found in lexical memory [9]. In everyday speech communication, word recognition is greatly improved by this lexical discrimination process [5] because listeners are routinely able to find a unique word that matches the perceived signal. Typically, this match corresponds to the intended word of the talker, also for words that are severely distorted. The discrimination process is likely to operate even when the listener is exposed to a nonsense word, which thus may be perceived as a meaningful, resembling word. However, in a nonsense-based test, the listeners should report the phonemes they perceive without being biased towards meaningful words. Thus, all words in the present corpus were provided with a fixed ‘nonsense ending’ that reduces their resemblance to meaningful words and minimizes the likelihood that the listener will perceive them as such. This approach has previously been applied in the Danish speech corpus ‘PiTu’ [10], where all words were given the ending ‘tu’, which does otherwise not occur in Danish.

In the initial phase of the present study, an assessment was conducted of whether any existing speech materials that could fulfill the following four requirements were available: (1) The pronunciation should be Danish. Even when the identification task is limited to an isolated phoneme, native pronunciation will facilitate phoneme identification [11]; (2) Co-articulation should be tested both in a CV and a VC combination. Although consonant pronunciation is affected more by the vowel in the CV-combination than in the VC-combination, the material should allow for investigating both effects; (3) The most common Danish consonants should be included to allow thorough investigation of, e.g., signal-processing effects; and (4) The material should be of “nonsense character” to minimize the effects of semantic redundancy on phoneme recognition. No existing speech materials fulfilled all four requirements, which motivated the development of the new corpus.

In addition to the speech corpus, a test procedure based on the scoring of individual target phonemes was developed. A combined evaluation of the corpus and the test procedure was conducted. The purpose was to investigate whether the test could be considered a tool for reliable assessment of phoneme perception. The speech materials themselves can be used in many types of experiments, also experiments that do not rely on the test procedure presented here. The speech corpus was named DANOK (“DAnsk NonsensOrdsKorpus”).

2. The speech corpus

2.1. Requirements and design

The nonsense words of the present speech materials comply with Danish phonology. The phonemic content is representative of naturally spoken Danish, although a phonemic distribution similar to spoken Danish was not attempted. Instead, all target phonemes are represented an equal number of times across the corpus. The words were constructed from the standard phonetic inventory of Danish. The included target phonemes represent all classes of production for phonemes in Danish. Since phonetic variations of phonemes, e.g. dialectal, are often considered of minor importance for speech perception [12], phoneme variations have been omitted and only one common form of each phoneme included.

The corpus was primarily designed for the assessment of consonant perception. The phonetic inventory was confined by the following: (1) The selection of target phonemes should allow scoring without any knowledge of phonetic notation, i.e. the scoring task should be based on the standard alphabetical letters of written Danish; (2) Due to assimilation and co-articulation, consonants should be tested in two positions, prior to a vowel and after a vowel; (3) Consonant clusters, e.g. /bl/ and /tr/, should be included since they are not necessarily perceived as two separate consonants but as one entity. In addition, the consonants in an initial cluster are more rapidly pronounced than single consonants [13] and thus likely to be more difficult to perceive; (4) The Danish ‘stød’ (a short glottal stop) was not included. This characteristic feature of Danish is difficult to detect, difficult to score, and not part of the language in all parts of Denmark [14]; and finally (5) semi-vowels and diphthongs were not included as scoring tokens since lay people cannot identify them without training.

2.2. Written speech materials

The nonsense words were created according to a common scheme:

\[ C(C)V\{C + /i/ \} \]
where $C$ represents a consonant and $V$ a vowel. The $C$ in parenthesis indicates that words can have a single consonant or a cluster of two consonants in the initial position. The fixed ending lends a nonsense character to the words since /$i$/ is seldom as the final phoneme in two-syllable Danish words. In the following, words with a single consonant in the initial position are referred to as ‘$C$ words’ and words with a consonant cluster as ‘CC words’. Words intended for vowel recognition measurements (with a larger selection of middle vowels) were also created according to the common scheme. These are referred to as ‘V words’.

For the C words, 15 consonants (/p t k b d g m n l f s r h j/) were included as the initial consonant. For the CC words, 15 clusters (/bl gl br gr sp sj st sk tj pr tr kr kl pl/) were included in this position. For both C and CC words, twelve consonants (/p t k b d g m n l f v s/) were selected as the post-vowel consonant and three vowels (/i a u/) as the middle vowel. /$a$/ was pronounced as the first phoneme in the Danish word ‘arbejde’. The three included vowels represent the boundaries of Danish vowel space. All combinations of the included phonemes were compiled to create $15 \times 12 \times 3 = 540$ words of both the C and the CC type.

For the V words, three consonants (/b v n/) were chosen for both the initial position and the post-vowel position. These consonants are characterised by different places of articulation (bilabial, labiodental, and oral) and are thus easily distinguishable by lip reading. Nine vowels (/i e a ø u ø a/) were selected for the V words, where /$a$/ was pronounced as in the Danish word ‘abe’. The number of V words is $3 \times 9 \times 3 = 81$.

In a large word corpus as the present, the individual words will inevitably have lexical neighbourhoods of different sizes and structures. Lexical neighbours are commonly defined as meaningful words that deviate from the target word by only one phoneme [15]. Due to the discrimination process, the lexical neighbourhood has a large impact on recognition of meaningful words. Words with few lexical neighbours are easier to identify than words with many lexical neighbours due to a lower number of possible confusions [5]. Despite the fact that the words in the present corpus are themselves not meaningful, the size of their neighbourhoods of meaningful words will vary. However, the addition of the fixed ‘nonsense’ ending /$i$/ that was introduced to lower the listeners engagement in the lexical discrimination process is also assumed to reduce the impact of the lexical neighbourhood.

Four carrier sentences of different durations were created for the corpus, e.g. for activating the signal processing of a hearing aid before the target word is presented. The duration of the longest carrier (in front of the target word) was required to be at least 2 sec. A call sign was included at the beginning of each carrier to facilitate speech-on-speech masking experiments. The call signs were four girl’s names (Dagmar, Asta, Berit, and Gunhild) and four boy’s names (Bjarke, Kresten, Malthe, and Eskild). These names are relatively unusual Danish first names and of similar duration. The carrier sentences are listed in Appendix A2.

### 2.3. Recordings

The recordings were conducted in a film studio using professional equipment. The audio was recorded with a TASCAM DR-680 digital recorder (16 bit, 48 kHz) and a DPA 4011 cardioid microphone with a linear frequency response up to 20 kHz. The microphone was mounted on a stand in front and slightly to the right of the talker. The recordings were without salient reflections, but not anechoic. Four professional native Danish talkers, two male (M1 and M2) and two female (F1 and F2), uttered the speech materials. Three of the talkers were selected from the candidates of two speech actor agencies; one female talker was the talker of the DANTALE II speech materials [16]. The voices of the talkers were without special or striking characteristics. They spoke in a neutral voice and clearly pronounced all phonemes in accordance with standard Danish pronunciation. The primary stress was on the first syllable with a long middle vowel. The talkers were instructed to keep a constant sound pressure level (SPL) for the two syllables; to avoid a drifting fundamental frequency (F0) during the recordings; and to maintain a uniform speech rate, slightly slower than everyday speech. All words were recorded individually in a continuous process with a pause of about three seconds between words. Unclearly or incorrectly pronounced words were re-recorded right away or noted for re-recording at the end of the session.

As call signs in the carrier sentences, the two female talkers were assigned the four girl’s names and the male talkers were assigned the four boy’s names. Each talker recorded the four carrier sentences in combination with each call sign, in total 16 sentences for each talker. The carrier sentences were recorded with the default nonsense words ‘marki og marbi’ in order to ensure a natural rhythm of the sentences. When using the carrier sentences in experiments, the default words can be replaced by one or two of the individually recorded words.

The audio recordings were supplemented with simultaneous video recordings. A teleprompter enabled the talkers to read the nonsense words while keeping eye contact with the camera. The screening background was a uniform green that can be replaced with any background during post-processing. The talkers wore a black blouse or similar without a collar. For all talkers, the recordings were completed in approximately three hours.

### 2.4. Post-processing

In the present study, the post-processing primarily targeted the audio recordings. Unfortunately, an audible, low-frequency dominated background noise was discovered in these recordings, most likely stemming from the ventilation system of the film studio. For the most strongly affected recordings, the SNR was down to about 20 dB. All tracks were thus high-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 70 Hz, leading to an SNR improvement of about 5 dB. The SNR was further increased by a log-minimum mean square error (MMSE) noise reduction algorithm [17] com-
sub-tests were: (1) Scoring the two consonants of the 81
words; (2) scoring the middle vowel of the 81 V words;
and (4) scoring the consonant cluster and the single con-
onsonant of the 540 CC words. Although the consonants in
the vowel words were not intended as target phonemes,
sub-test 1 was conducted to check whether these conso-
nants were perceived correctly. Prior to each sub-test, the
listeners received oral instructions and ran a short training
session. Alphabetical letters on separate response buttons
represented the phonemes. A ‘?’ button was not included
and the words could not be repeated.

The mean phoneme recognition scores of the identifica-
tion test (across listeners and phonemes) are shown in Ta-
ble I. ‘C1’ refers to the initial consonant or consonant clus-
ter and ‘C2’ refers to the post-vowel consonant. A more
detailed analysis of the results for the C words revealed
a large number of confusions between /k/ and /g/ and be-
 tween /b/ and /p/. These confusions occurred in both con-
sont positions, but were particularly frequent for posi-
tion C2. The CC words displayed similar confusions for
C2, while confusions between /kt/ and /gr/, between /br/
and /pr/, and between /bl/ and /pl/ were frequent for C1.
Table I reveals a variation in the recognition scores across
talkers, but this should be interpreted with caution, since
a different group of listeners participated for each talker.

The distributions of the recognition scores in Table I
were analysed. One incorrect scoring (from one of the ten
listeners) occurred for a relatively large number of target
phonemes, up to 96 for position C2 in the CC words (18% of
540). These incorrect scorings were considered coinci-
dental and not as an indication of any phoneme identifica-
tion problem related to the word itself. Only words with
two or more incorrect scorings of a target phoneme were
assumed to have characteristics that could cause difficul-
ties with the phoneme identification. These words were
maintained in the corpus but listed in Appendix A1 as a
hint to users of the corpus. In the appendix, the number of
incorrect scorings is detailed for each target phoneme and
each talker. In a few of the V words, confusions of the
non-target phonemes /b/ and /v/ occurred more than once;
these words are also listed in Appendix A1. Two words
(‘prubi’ by talker F2 and ‘vybi’ by talker M1) achieved a
score of 10 due to clearly incorrect pronunciations; these
two words were omitted from the final corpus.
3. Evaluation of the corpus

3.1. Rationale

An evaluation test of the speech corpus and an associated test procedure was conducted. The evaluation had four specific goals: (1) To establish the SNR where 50% of the phonemes were scored correctly when presenting the nonsense words in noise to NH listeners; (2) to assess the sensitivity, i.e. the dependency of the recognition score on the SNR; (3) to assess the test-retest variability, i.e. the repeatability of the phoneme recognition scores under similar listening conditions; and (4) to investigate memory effects, which are considered to be involved when the listener’s performance improves (beyond the effect of practice) during repeated use of the same speech material. Memory effects are undesirable since they prevent reuse of the same word list as a method to reduce test-retest variability.

The evaluation test included four separate test lists compiled from words spoken by each of the four talkers. Additionally, four test lists with other characteristics were compiled for talker M1. The purpose of these additional lists was to measure recognition scores for subsets of phonemes, e.g. phonemes with a high frequency spectrum. Observed differences between the lists were assumed to be representative for all talkers; only one set of additional lists was thus compiled.

3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Listeners

Seven NH listeners (four male, three female) participated in the evaluation test; they fulfilled the same requirements as in the phoneme identification test. The listeners were between 20 and 22 years of age (mean 21.1 years) and paid on an hourly basis for their participation. Five of the listeners had also participated in the identification test. Participation was approved by The National Committee on Health Research Ethics.

3.2.2. Stimuli

The presented nonsense words were organised in lists of 54 to 90 words. The lists were compiled from words that had passed the identification test, i.e. the words were not among the ones listed in Appendix A1. A few additional words were excluded, either because they were real words and very common, e.g. ‘mini’, or because they had resemblance to offensive words.

For each of the four talkers, a ‘general consonant type’ list (GC type) with 90 C words was compiled. These lists included all the C1 single consonants and all the C2 consonants. Four additional word lists were compiled for talker M1: (1) A ‘high-frequency consonant type’ (HF type) containing 30 C words and 60 CC words with an obstruent in position C1; (2) a ‘short-duration consonant type’ (ShD type) containing 30 C words and 60 CC words with common Danish consonant clusters; the clusters have a shorter duration than the two phonemes pronounced separately; (3) a ‘low-intensity consonant type’ (LI type) containing 60 C words without high-frequency noise; and (4) a ‘vowel type’ (V type) containing 54 words that included all nine middle vowels.

The phoneme selection in the additional consonant lists deviated from the GC type in the following positions: HF list, C1: /f k s t p sp sj st sk tj tr kr kl pl/; ShD list, C1: /b l r d g bl gr br dr gr/; LI list, C1: /b d g m n l v j r h/; and LI list, C2: /b d g m n l v/. Note that the GC, HF, and ShD lists only differ with respect to the C1 phonemes. The nonsense words of the eight word lists are listed in Appendix A2.

Phonemes and phoneme combinations were repeated an equal number of times (as closely as possible) within each word list. The numbers of repetitions for the GC lists were: 6 for the C1 consonants; 7 or 8 for the C2 consonants; 30 for the middle vowel; 2 for each CV-combination; and 2 or 3 for each VC-combination. The two consonants were not allowed to be identical within a word. Due to this systematic phoneme repetition pattern, each word differed by only one phoneme from at least two other words in the list, making it difficult to keep them apart and thus potentially reducing memory effects. For the remaining list types, the criteria were similar (with varying numbers of repetitions), although for the V list, the consonants were allowed to be identical.

The target words were presented without a carrier sentence in a stationary, speech-shaped background noise, spectrally matched to the individual talker. For each list presentation, the order of the test words was randomized. The noise was windowed around the presented words, starting 1 sec. before the word and ending 0.4 sec. after. The SPL of the noise was fixed at 65 dB; different SNRs were achieved by adjusting the level of the speech signal. The applied SNRs depended on the list type and the talker; they were maintained constant during each list presentation.

3.2.3. Apparatus and procedure

The test procedure for the evaluation test was intended as an example of how phoneme perception and recognition scores can be measured using the present speech corpus. The procedure was designed to be executable in less than ten minutes per word list, and without the presence of an experimenter, i.e. it was self-administered. A self-administered test saves the listener-to-experimenter report time for each presented stimulus, and it is not prone to errors due to misinterpretations by the experimenter. Several listeners can also run the test in parallel if the facilities allow this. The test procedure was implemented in MATLAB.

The test was divided into two sessions (two visits separated by several days) for each listener. In session 1, the listeners scored the four GC type lists, one for each talker. The order of the talkers was counterbalanced across listeners using Latin squares. In session 2, the listeners scored the four additional list types for talker M1 in the order HF – ShD – LI – V for all listeners. Finally, the listeners...
scored the target phonemes in five repetitions of the GC list (talker M1) to investigate test-retest variability and memory effects. This repetition test was conducted as the last of all tests to avoid potential improvements due to practice. Improved recognition scores during the repetition test could thus be ascribed to memory of the words in the list. Note that the repetition test was separated from a previous presentation of the list (the M1 GC list) by several days and at least 12 other list presentations (the HF, ShD, LI, and V lists at three SNRs). The listeners were thus unlikely to have any recollection of the list before starting the repetition test.

The evaluation test was conducted simultaneously in up to four adjacent soundproof booths. The stimuli were presented over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones with a calibrated SPL. Each word list was presented at three SNRs in a randomized order before continuing with the next list. Based on the results of a pilot test conducted by the first author, the SNRs were set to obtain average phoneme recognition scores of approximately 25% to 75%. The same SNRs were maintained across listeners. For the GC lists, the SNRs were [dB SNR]: −7, −3, 1 for talker M1; −7, −3, 1 for talker M2; −6, −2, 2 for talker F1; and −5, −1, 3 for talker F2. For talker M1, the SNRs for the four additional list types and the repetition test were [dB SNR]: −9, −4, 1 for the HF list; −9, −4, 1 for the ShD list; −4, 2, 8 for the LI list; −11, −7.5, −4 for the V list; and −4 dB for all five repetitions in the repetition test.

The scoring task did not require knowledge of phonetic notation but was based on Danish alphabetical letters in the scoring panels. When the listener scored a target phoneme, the selected phoneme/letter was displayed on the computer screen in a text field where the non-target phonemes were pre-filled. When the listener had completed the scoring of a word, the text field would spell out the listener’s perception of the nonsense word in an easily readable format. No indication of correctness was given. The listener could change the phoneme scoring (and the corresponding letter would change in the text field) until he/she advanced to the next stimulus by pressing ‘Next’. The listener did not have the option to replay the stimulus or to go back to the previous word.

The response options available to the listener changed according to the type of list under test. The response buttons were grouped in a separate panel for each target phoneme, and the buttons corresponded 1:1 to the phonemes included in the word list. A ‘?’ response button was also displayed. The intention was to prevent guessing from confounding the outcome data when a phoneme was inaudible. For each presented word, the listener’s phoneme responses were logged in a table, and a confusion matrix was compiled (stimulus phoneme vs. response phoneme).

The listeners received oral instructions before running the tests. They were encouraged to guess if they were in doubt about the target phonemes and instructed to press ‘?’ only when the phoneme was inaudible, not as an expression of uncertainty about the correct response. A short training task was conducted before each change of talker or list type. The training was conducted at the middle SNR of the three pre-defined levels. The training lists contained 20 words of the same type as in the test list that followed. Additionally, five training words were included at the beginning of each test list; to the listener, these appeared to be part of the list. The purpose was to eliminate possible incorrect scorings due to the sudden SNR changes between list repetitions, especially when the SNR dropped. The listeners were given a short pause after each set of three list presentations.

3.3. Results

Phoneme recognition scores were defined as the number of correctly scored phonemes divided by the total number of presented phonemes. Since the test procedure was self-administered with a limited number of scoring options, the recognition scores were affected by the chance probability of a correct scoring. All recognition scores and SRTs reported here were adjusted to compensate for this. For example, with ten scoring options, a recognition score of 10% equals the chance probability of a correct scoring and therefore represents a true recognition score of only 0%.

3.3.1. The general consonant (GC) lists

The general consonant list type (GC) was tested with all four talkers. The listeners scored the two target phonemes, C1 and C2. For each listener, the mean recognition scores (across phonemes) at the three SNRs are shown as dots in Figure 1. Individual cumulative normal distribution functions were fitted to the results. These performance-intensity (PI) functions were quite shallow; the steepest slopes were 5.2-6.7%/dB, as indicated in the panels. A separate repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the slopes for C1 and for C2 showed no significant difference between the talkers. Between C1 and C2, the only significant slope difference was observed for talker M2.
Table II. Mean SRTs and SDs across listeners for the GC word lists [dB SNR]. The SRTs for C1 include the scores for phonemes /j h r/ that were presented in this position only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Talker</th>
<th>C1 SRT</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>C2 SRT</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>mean SRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Mean consonant recognition scores [%] for the four talkers in the GC test as function of the middle vowel. Scores are averaged across target phonemes, SNRs, and listeners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>C1 M1</th>
<th>C2 F2</th>
<th>C1 F1</th>
<th>C1 M2</th>
<th>C2 M1</th>
<th>C2 M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Mean SRTs and SDs across listeners for the additional test lists [dB SNR]. The GC results are the same as the M1 results in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List type</th>
<th>C1 SRT</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>C2 SRT</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>mean SRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShD</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Mean phoneme recognition scores (across phonemes) for the additional test lists. Dots show the score for each of the seven listeners at the three SNRs. A cumulative normal distribution curve was fitted to the data for each listener. The steepest slope (mean across listeners) is indicated for the curves in each panel.

nition scores with the vowel, the talker, and the position (C1 and C2) as factors and listeners as repeated measures was conducted. A highly significant effect of the vowel was found [F(2,167) = 177.01, p < 0.0001]. The scores in the table show that the effect is larger in position C1 than in position C2. Typically, the highest scores were observed in combinations with the vowel /æ/ and talker M1. The effect of the vowel on the recognition scores indicate that these SNRs were selected appropriately.

3.3.2. Additional consonant lists

For the HF, ShD, and LI lists, the listeners scored the consonant or consonant cluster in position C1 and the single consonant in position C2. These lists were only tested with talker M1. The mean recognition scores (across phonemes) are shown as dots in Figure 2 as a function of the three tested SNRs. The slopes of the additional PI functions are slightly steeper than those observed for the M1 GC list. Two separate repeated measures ANOVAs of the slopes of all M1 functions, i.e. including the two M1 functions in Figure 1, showed a significant difference in slope between list types for position C1 [F(3,27) = 4.00, p = 0.024] and for C2 [F(3,27) = 11.08, p = 0.0002]. Sepa-
3.3.2. Repetition test

In the repetition test, the GC list uttered by talker M1 was repeated five times. For each of the seven listeners, Figure 3 shows the recognition score of C1 and C2 (averaged across phonemes) and the mean of the two scores. In the lower, rightmost panel, the overall mean across the seven NH listeners is displayed. The within-subject SD across the five repetitions was 3.6% for C1, 4.1% for C2, and 2.4% for the mean. A repeated measures ANOVA of the recognition scores showed no significant effect of repetition for the mean of the C1 and C2 scores \( F(4, 34) = 0.35, p = 0.84 \). Neither did separate ANOVAs of the C1 scores \( F(4, 34) = 1.15, p = 0.35 \) and C2 scores \( F(4, 34) = 1.92, p = 0.14 \) show a significant effect of repetition. These results indicate that memory effects did not improve the listeners’ performance during the course of the test; nor did the performance deteriorate due to fatigue.

Assuming the within-subject SDs found in the repetition test, the required number of NH listeners for a statistically significant detection of an improved recognition score of 1%, 2%, or 5%, respectively, at a significance level of 5% (one-tailed) and a statistical power of 80%, would be 81, 21, or 4 for the C1 phonemes. For the C2 phonemes, the required number of listeners would be 104, 26, or 5. For the mean recognition score of C1 and C2, the numbers would be 36, 9, and 2. Improved recognition scores of 1%, 2%, and 5% would correspond to an increase in the SNR of 0.17 dB, 0.35 dB, and 0.87 dB, respectively, assuming a PI slope of 5.8%/dB (the mean of C1 and C2 for list M1 GC). In experiments involving HI listeners, the SDs are likely to become larger, thus requiring more listeners to make statistically significant detections.

3.3.4. Individual phoneme SRTs

The average recognition scores (across phonemes) reported so far do not reveal the differences in recognition score between phonemes. Large variations in the recognisability of different consonants have previously been demonstrated, e.g. [4, 20, 21]. In the present study, recognition scores for the individual target phonemes in the GC word lists of the four talkers (averaged across listeners) were determined and an SRT was estimated for each phoneme. The results are shown in Figure 4. Due to floor and ceiling effects, a few estimates led to extreme values of the SRT; these were replaced by a minimum value, −12 dB SNR, or a maximum value, 8 dB SNR. A large spread of the SRTs can be observed, with some clustering in the interval −2 to 2 dB SNR. Similarly, for the HF, ShD, and LI lists (talker M1), individual SRTs were determined for the consonants and consonant clusters. The results are shown in Figure 5. As in Figure 4, large SRT differences between phonemes can be observed.

3.3.5. Vowel list

For the vowel list (talker M1) where the middle vowel is the target phoneme, a mean SRT of −8.2 dB SNR was calculated across all nine vowels and the seven listeners, i.e. a lower SRT than for consonants in the other list types. The SD of the SRT between listeners was relatively low, 0.59 dB. As for the consonants, large differences in the recognition scores were observed for the individual vowels. At the middle SNR (−7.5 dB), the following mean scores (across listeners) were measured: /a/: 97%, /æ/: 100%, /e/: 46%, /i/: 0%, /y/: 44%, /o/: 63%, /æ/: 44%, /ø/: 54%, /u/: 33%. The mean steepest slope of the PI functions across listeners was 8.1%/dB.

4. Discussion

4.1. Observed SRTs for the word lists

In the present investigation, the overall SRTs were determined for lists where the scoring tokens were single consonants, a combination of single consonants and consonant clusters, or vowels. The lowest SRT (−8.2 dB SNR) was
observed for the vowels, in correspondence with the findings in previous investigations, e.g. [22], that vowels generally achieve lower SRTs than the majority of consonants. For the different consonant list types of the present study (tested with talker M1), the relative SRTs for the C1 tokens were as expected. The order was: (1) the ‘high-frequency’ HF list (−7.0 dB SNR), (2) the ‘general consonant’ GC list (−3.0 dB SNR), (3) the ‘short duration’ ShD list (−1.3 dB SNR), and (4) the ‘low intensity’ LI list (−0.9 dB SNR), see Table IV. While high-frequency consonants are challenging for hearing-impaired listeners, they are typically easy to identify for NH listeners due to their spectral deviation from the speech-shaped background noise. This corresponds well with Figure 5, where the SRTs of the individual consonants and consonant clusters are plotted. The majority of the HF C1 tokens are below −6 dB SNR, while the C1 tokens of the other three lists mainly fall above this limit. Figure 5 also corresponds well with the higher SRTs for C1 in the ShD and LI lists. The ShD C1 tokens are clustered at a relatively high SRT, and the LI C1 tokens are shifted slightly towards even higher SNRs.

Previous investigations of consonant perception in a speech-shaped noise have shown large variations of the observed SRTs. For 16 American English consonants in the initial position of CV tokens, Phatak and Allen [22] measured recognition scores that corresponded to a mean SRT of about −20 dB SNR. For 20 American English consonants in the initial position of CVC tokens, Woods et al. [23] determined the SNR at the 65% recognition point to be 6.5 dB, corresponding to an SRT of about +3.5 dB SNR.
(assuming a PI function slope of 5%/dB). The SRTs for the initial consonant in the GC lists of the present corpus were between −3.0 to −1.6 dB SNR, i.e., intermediate to the two American investigations. Possible causes for the large SRT variations between these investigations are the precise selection of consonants, the format of the tokens (CV, CVC, CVC+i), the talkers of the materials, the test procedure, and the procedure for determining the signal SPLs and hence the SNRs. Although primarily intended for comparative A/B experiments, the absolute SRT of the present speech corpus is not irrelevant. In order to ensure ecologically valid measurements, the SRT of a speech test should be as close as possible to the values observed in challenging real-life situations [24]. The typical SNR at a ‘cocktail party’ was estimated at 0 dB SNR by Plomp [25], while Smeds et al. [26] estimated the SNR in challenging situations to be approximately 5 dB higher. The latter result is likely to be biased towards higher SNRs because the informants were hearing-aid users, who may have become accustomed to avoiding more challenging situations in their daily life. The SRTs observed in the evaluation test of the present corpus are slightly lower than these real-life values. If considered too low to ensure ecological validity, steps can be taken to raise the SNR when conducting investigations. Such measures could be to apply a different background noise, to determine the SRT at a higher recognition score than 50%, or to consider the choice of talker. In Table II, SRT differences of up to 3.7 dB can be observed between talkers.

The noise in the present study was speech shaped and individually matched, resulting in similar spectral deviations between the speech and the background noise for all four talkers. If the same background noise, e.g. white noise, were applied for all talkers, different spectral deviations would emerge and presumably lead to larger differences in recognition scores, c.f. [22, 23]. Thus, when not relying on a speech-shaped noise in an investigation, the influence of the talker may be larger than expected from the slopes in Figure 1 and the SRTs in Table II.

4.2. Memory effect and test-retest variability

In the repetition test, recognition scores were determined for the same GC test list (talker M1) in five repetitions within a short time frame. As reflected in the mean score across listeners (Figure 3, lower rightmost panel), no significant effect of repetition was found. The five measurements can thus be regarded as independent with no systematic variation due to memory or fatigue. This result implies that a list can be compiled from the present speech corpus and used repeatedly, e.g. for comparisons of recognition scores under different experimental conditions. Although the corpus is large enough for compiling several lists of the same type, reusing the same list is preferable in order to reduce the test-retest variability. However, the issue of a memory effect should be reconsidered if investigations are conducted with test lists that are substantially shorter than in the repetition test (90 words). Obviously, a shorter list would be easier to remember and memory effects would thus be more likely to occur.

4.3. Sensitivity of the speech materials

MacPherson [28] compared the PI functions of a large number of tests and observed that the recognition scores of very short tokens, e.g. phonemes, were relatively insensitive with respect to changes in the SNR compared to longer tokens, e.g. sentences. MacPherson observed an average steepest slope of 5%/dB SNR for short target tokens. Thus, the 5–9%/dB slopes observed for the present corpus (see the PI functions in Figure 1 and Figure 2) are in the upper range of what could be expected, although low compared to the slope of a sentence-based test, e.g. the Danish HINT (16.8%/dB for NH listeners [29]). The relatively low sensitivity of the recognition score to the SNR is partly caused by the between-phoneme variations of the SRT. These variations are much larger than between the tokens of a sentence-based test. In the GC lists, SRT differences of up to ±8 dB SNR were common between the target phonemes (Figure 4), while the SRT differences of the equalised sentences in, for instance, a Hearing in Noise Test (HINT), are assumed to be below ±1.5 dB SNR [30]. In a phoneme-based test, the recognition scores of the individual target tokens can be partly equalized by including only phonemes with similar SRTs, thus presumably increasing the sensitivity of the test. In the present study, this seems confirmed by the relatively steep PI functions for C2 in the LI type list (Figure 2, panel C2-LI). These functions were based on a subset of phonemes (/b d g m n l v/) with little variation in the SRT (see Figure 5, panel C2-LI). Using subsets of phonemes will also reduce the likelihood that floor and ceiling effects occur, i.e. recognition scores reaching 0% or 100%. A detailed analysis of the test data showed many occurrences of such effects, e.g. for C1 in the M1 GC list. Although the mean score at 1 dB SNR was 67.6% (Figure 1, upper leftmost panel), the score for /t/ and /s/ was 100% for all listeners. At the low SNR, −7 dB, the opposite effect could be observed for /t/ with a score of 0% for all listeners. When attempting to design experiments that avoid floor and ceiling effects, the strong influence of the middle vowel should also be considered. Although these effects may be absent when regarding mean scores across the three middle vowels, a ceiling effect may still occur in combination with /æ/ or a floor effect in combination with /u/, cf. Table III.

4.4. The nonsense corpus as a tool for speech intelligibility measurements

The statistical power of the repetition test showed that an SNR improvement of 0.35 dB would be detectable in the mean of the C1 and C2 scores with nine list presentations in each condition. To detect a similar SRT improvement between two conditions, the Danish HINT (within-subject SD of 0.86 dB [29]) would require 38 list presentations in each condition, i.e. four times as many. This implies that the present test is a quite effective measure of intelligibility.
However, the efficiency can partly be explained by the long GC lists (90 words, test duration about 9 min.) compared to the HINT lists (20 sentences, test duration about 3 min.) Furthermore, the calculated efficiency of the nonsense test requires that it should be run at the SNR where it is most sensitive, i.e. at the 50% point of the PI function. In practice, this may be difficult to achieve and additional pilot testing will be required. Identification of the 50% point is not necessary for the HINT that is based on an adaptive procedure. Finally, the SRTs measured with the sentence-based HINT are probably more closely correlated with real-life speech intelligibility than the recognition scores of the phoneme-based test.

Despite these reservations, the nonsense test seems to be effective as a test of speech intelligibility, especially when outcomes at a microscopic level are desired. Whether the present nonsense corpus is applicable as a tool for general measurements of speech intelligibility needs to be investigated in following experiments.

4.5. Linguistic considerations

In the identification test, a relatively large part of the words received incorrect scorings across talkers (see Appendix A1). For these words, the word characteristics and not the pronunciation by the individual talker are likely to have caused the incorrect scorings. A large part of these words had a /g/ in position C2. Closer inspection of the scorings revealed that the /g/ was usually scored as a /k/.

The reason is presumably that a written <k> in this position is typically pronounced as [g] in Danish. The listeners are so accustomed to this shift that a stimulus [g] evokes the mental image of the letter <k>. A longer training session may reduce the number of these confusions, especially if the issue was brought to the listeners’ attention. Nevertheless, the more reliable approach might be to avoid the words in Appendix A1.

The included target phonemes in the present study were required to be unambiguously represented by alphabetical letters in the scoring panel. During the phoneme identification test, this requirement was revealed as unfulfilled by two of the consonant clusters, <sk> and <sp>. In Danish, the orthography and the pronunciation do not match for these two clusters. The cluster <sk> is pronounced as [sg] and <sp> is pronounced as [sb]. During testing, only one listener seemed to notice the inconsistency and the problem might thus be negligible. Nevertheless, it does represent a breach of the intended correspondence between the graphic representation of the scoring options and the phoneme pronunciation. A solution could be to replace ‘sk’ and ‘sp’ in the scoring panel by ‘sg’ and ‘sb’. Although Danish orthography does not include these two consonant clusters, listeners will presumably consider them as valid representations of the phonemes.

The phonetic inventory of the present corpus is assumed to have sufficient similarities to the inventory of other (European) languages to produce test results that are relevant for these. However, the results of the present study can only be assumed to be valid for native Danish speakers.

5. Conclusion

In the present project, a corpus of nonsense words was developed. The corpus was evaluated using a self-administered test procedure. The evaluation test demonstrated that the speech materials, in combination with this procedure, represent an effective method for measuring phoneme recognition scores. The overall SRT of the general consonant (GC) word lists was about −3 dB SNR, which presumably will allow for ecologically valid measurements.

The present corpus includes video recordings of all speech materials. This makes the corpus suitable for testing with hearing-impaired listeners where lip reading is required to achieve reliable results.
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Appendix / Supplementary material

The file ‘V105n01_nielsen_dau_supplementary_files.zip’, containing Appendices A1 and A2 can be downloaded via [http://aaau-material.com/t_AX2616](http://aaau-material.com/t_AX2616).
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